
Restoring Estero Bay and Its Tributaries
A Community Committment



Presentation Outline

 Underlying causes related to water quality decline in southwest 
Florida with emphasis on the Estero Bay Watershed

 Nutrient pollution as a driver of harmful algal blooms and 
outcomes for human health

 Lax regulatory enforcement and ineffective restoration

 Proposed plan of action to begin restoring water quality for 
Estero Bay and its tributaries



• Southwest Florida's waterways are screaming 
for "help“. Water quality impairment is 
widespread

• A catastrophic combination of red tide & blue-
green algae blooms on the west coast

• These headline-making events are causing 
significant public health concerns:

• Tarnishing southwest Florida's reputation for 
world-class beaches

• Affecting property values

What is the Current Situation?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It's never been more critical to continue developing additional restoration infrastructure & water management options. Science tells us that Florida's waterways need help. For example, Lake Okeechobee's phosphorous goal is 40 parts per billion specifically to prevent blue-green algae blooms, but recent phosphorous levels in the lake have ranged between 100 & 200 parts per billion, making cyanobacteria blooms a constant threat. Don't believe it? Watch this short film to learn more about how these environmental & public health disasters are affecting the animals & people living in the areas impacted by these blooms: Florida's Toxic Algae Crisis – Surfrider Foundation Algae, Algae Everywhere – Florida’s Water Crisis Makes Headlines Across the Country |            Audubon FloridaFlorida’s Toxic Algae Crisis – Surfrider Foundation I would suggest staying more focused on examples relevant to the Estero Bay watershed. For example impairment of Estero Bay and it’s tributaries.



















Problems With Nutrient Pollution

More severe and frequent algal blooms that create health 
risk

Ecosystem changes that favor algae vs. seagrass

Changes to the fishery

Economic impacts to tourism and property values



• The sources of nutrient pollution include:
• agricultural runoff manure from cattle
• septic tanks
• treated sewage used for watering lawns
• sewage sludge spread on fields
• residential & urban runoff
• local wastewater & stormwater runoff

How is it Happening?
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Presentation Notes
Lake O conditions are a minor component of the nutrient impairment of Estero Bay and its tributaries. Landscape change causing increased runoff, nutrient over-enrichment, habitat loss, and altered estuarine salinity as we documented in our March impairment summary of southwest Florida waters is the primary reason.







Outstanding Florida Waters
Impaired for Nutrient or Fecal Pollution

 Upper and Lower Pine Island Sound
Matlacha Pass Aquatic Preserve
 Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve
 Tributaries to Estero Bay Widely Impaired













State Regulatory Programs Are Not Working! 











CREATE A DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
NUTRIENT REMOVAL FROM RESIDENTIAL STORMWATER TREATMENT 

SYSTEMS
for potentially broader application in the Estero Bay Watershed
• Manage nutrient runoff that has caused the impairment of Estero 

Bay & its tributaries
• Many residential communities in Estero Bay's watershed adding to 

the higher nutrient loads
• Promotes harmful algal blooms, declines in seagrass coverage, &   

impacts property values
• Stormwater systems in the Estero Bay watershed permitted a 

decade ago & often exceeds state water quality standards
• Must reduce impacts from residential stormwater treatment systems

What Can Your Community Do?
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Presentation Notes
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: NUTRIENT REMOVAL FROM RESIDENTIAL STORMWATER TREATMENT SYSTEMSA major CWK & ECCL goal for reducing nutrient runoff is to establish a demonstration project to reduce nitrogen pollution & integrate it into an existing residential community as an example for potentially broader application in the Estero Bay Watershed.  Most community stormwater systems in the Estero Bay watershed were permitted a decade ago & were built with outdated treatment designs.  These systems' effluent (drainage or discharge) often exceeds state water quality standards.  It is unknown what the state may require for future restoration actions to reduce the impacts from residential stormwater treatment systems to address impaired water quality in Estero waterways.   There are several alternatives for nutrient removal from residential stormwater systems, including:•	Alum treatment (coagulation of nutrients in offline lagoons or within the storage reservoir)•	Sand filtration•	Constructed treatment wetlands or hybrid wetland treatment•	Aeration (air diffuser systems)•	Bio-reactor (wood chip) technology •	Other smaller-scale measures are also available that can be implemented more quicklyAfter an introductory meeting with an interested community, the next step would be conducting a site visit to determine potential alternatives--considering site compatibility & other factors--for the specific demonstration project.  CWK will arrange the site visit & assist with a cost/benefit analysis for alternatives that emerge as possibilities from the site visit.  In the interest of establishing a solid working relationship with the community & supporting the implementation of the demonstration project, CWK will also assist the interested community with finding potential external funding for the project. 



CREATE A DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
NUTRIENT REMOVAL FROM RESIDENTIAL STORMWATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS

for potentially broader application in the Estero Bay Watershed

Priorities for the demonstration project include:
• No detraction from a community's natural 
• aesthetics 
• Minimizes annual operations & maintenance
• Nutrient reductions are measurable for 
• defining success & meeting eventual 
• regulatory compliance
• Project has the potential for external funding   
• Project is overall cost-effective

What Can Your Community Do?
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Presentation Notes
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: NUTRIENT REMOVAL FROM RESIDENTIAL STORMWATER TREATMENT SYSTEMSPriorities for the demonstration project include:•	The project does not detract from a community's natural aesthetics •	The project minimizes annual operations & maintenance•	Nutrient load reductions that result from the project are measurable for defining success & meeting eventual regulatory compliance•	The project has the potential for external funding   •	The project is overall cost-effectiveAfter an introductory meeting with an interested community, the next step would be conducting a site visit to determine potential alternatives--considering site compatibility & other factors--for the specific demonstration project.  CWK will arrange the site visit & assist with a cost/benefit analysis for alternatives that emerge as possibilities from the site visit.  In the interest of establishing a solid working relationship with the community & supporting the implementation of the demonstration project, CWK will also assist the interested community with finding potential external funding for the project. 



Several  alternatives for nutrient removal 
from residential stormwater systems:
1. Alum treatment (coagulation of 

nutrients in offline lagoons or within  
storage reservoir)

2. Sand filtration
3. Constructed treatment wetlands or 

hybrid wetland treatment
4. Aeration (air diffuser systems)
5. Bio-reactor (wood chip) technology 
Other smaller-scale measures available 

What Can Your Community Do?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: NUTRIENT REMOVAL FROM RESIDENTIAL STORMWATER TREATMENT SYSTEMSThere are several alternatives for nutrient removal from residential stormwater systems, including:•	Alum treatment (coagulation of nutrients in offline lagoons or within the storage reservoir)•	Sand filtration•	Constructed treatment wetlands or hybrid wetland treatment•	Aeration (air diffuser systems)•	Bio-reactor (wood chip) technology •	Other smaller-scale measures are also available that can be implemented more quicklyAfter an introductory meeting with an interested community, the next step would be conducting a site visit to determine potential alternatives--considering site compatibility & other factors--for the specific demonstration project.  CWK will arrange the site visit & assist with a cost/benefit analysis for alternatives that emerge as possibilities from the site visit.  In the interest of establishing a solid working relationship with the community & supporting the implementation of the demonstration project, CWK will also assist the interested community with finding potential external funding for the project. 





• Share what you’ve learned with 
association (HOA) leadership

• Advocate for your community to take 
action to become a leader in cleaning 
our public waters

• Invite the Calusa WaterKeeper to 
present the truth about the pollution of 
our waters

• Speak at the Village of Estero Council 
Meetings advocating action

• Speak to Lee County Officials to 
encourage action

Your Role in the Process



Community Partnerships Can Make A Difference
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Any questions or comments?
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